Abstract. The scarcity of meteorological observations in maritime areas is a well-known problem that can be an important limitation in the study of different phenomena. Tropical-like storms or medicanes developed over the Mediterranean sea are intense storms with some similarities to the tropical ones. Although they do not reach the hurricane intensity, their potential for damage is very high, due to the densely populated Mediterranean coastal regions. In this study, the two notable cases of medicane development which occurred in the western Mediterranean basin in September 1996 and October 2003, are considered. The capability of mesoscale numerical models to simulate general aspects of such a phenomena has been previously shown. With the aim of improving the numerical results, an adjustment of the humidity vertical profiles in MM5 simulations is performed by means of satellite derived precipitation. Convective and stratiform precipitation types obtained from satellite images are used to individually adjust the profiles. Lightning hits are employed to identify convective grid points. The adjustment of the vertical humidity profiles is carried out in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses used as initial conditions for the simulations. Analyses nudging to ECMWF analyses and to the satellite-based humidity-corrected version of these analyses has also been applied using Four Dimensional Data Assimilation (FDDA). An additional adjustment is applied as observation nudging of satellite/lightning information at different time and spatial resolutions. Statistical parameters are proposed and tested as an objective way to intercompare satellite-derived and simulated trajectories. Simulations of medicanes exhibit a strong sensitivity to vertical humidity profiles. Trajectories of the storms are improved or worsened by using FDDA. A case dependence is obtained on the Correspondence to: L. Fita (lluis.fita@uib.cat) characteristics of the humidity-corrected medicanes. FDDA sensitivity on temporal and spatial resolution of the assimilated data also presents a case dependence. It also shows a significant sensitivity of the results of the observation nudging to the specific choice of the values of coefficient weight and vertical ratio of the ingested observations.
Introduction
Mediterranean tropical-like storms, Mediterranean Polar Lows or Medicanes (Medi-terranean+Hurri-canes) have been studied in different ways: observationally (Rasmussen and Zick, 1987; Businger and Reed, 1989) , numerical simulations with limited area models (Lagouvardos et al., 1999; Pytharoulis et al., 2000; Reed et al., 2001; Homar et al., 2003) and with an axi-symmetric hurricane numerical model (Emanuel, 2005; Fita et al., 2007) . These studies describe medicanes as quasi-symmetric organised convective systems with a low pressure centre and a warm core. They are observed in satellite pictures as rounded cloud structures and some of them even develop a cloud free centre like a hurricane "eye". They are associated with strong winds and heavy precipitation.
It has been observed that their development occurs within preexisting unstable conditions that can present high convective activity. In some cases, medicanes are formed as a secondary low derived from a wider cyclone. They have a maritime origin and they vanish when they reach the coast. Mediterranean tropical-like storms are associated with an upper-level cold low which, together with the warm and moist air in contact with the sea, establishes the necessary conditions for the medicane formation (Emanuel, 2005) . Their development shares some similarities with tropical Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. disturbances due to the role of the air-sea interaction mechanism (Emanuel, 1986) . Tropical-like behaviour, modulated by the interaction with an upper-level disturbance, has similarities with the dynamics of Polar Lows (Rasmussen and Zick, 1987; Montgomery and Farrell, 1992) .
Limited area mesoscale numerical models have shown a reasonable ability in simulating these storms (Lagouvardos et al., 1999; Pytharoulis et al., 2000; Reed et al., 2001; Homar et al., 2003) , in spite of the limited observational data given by their maritime origin. Reed et al. (2001) show the sensitivity and beneficial effects on the numerical simulation when sea surface temperatures are corrected with observations.
The modification of numerical simulations using observations from different sources has been shown as a successful way to improve the results. Some examples are given below; Stauffer and Seaman (1990) assimilate rawisonde data to correct the mass and wind fields and improve atmospheric dynamics and precipitation. Leslie et al. (1998) use satellitederived winds in order to improve a hurricane track. Zou and Xiao (1999) obtain better hurricane characteristics by introducing bogus data. Fan and Tilley (2002) use satelliteretrieved humidity and vertical and horizontal cloud distribution and forecast better precipitation. Ducrocq et al. (2002) assimilate a large amount of observations like radar reflectivities, surface observations and Meteosat data at the initial fields and improve the forecasted precipitation. Davolio and Buzzi (2004) saturate model grid-points with observed rainy information and improve atmospheric dynamics and precipitation. Orlandi et al. (2004) assimilate rainfall rates and obtain better forecasted precipitation. Lagouvardos and Kotroni (2005) assimilate satellite derived precipitation and improve medium and high precipitation amounts.
MM5 model (Grell et al., 1995) uses a four-dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) tool based on a Newtonianrelaxation or nudging (Stauffer and Seaman, 1990 ) applied on the prognostic equations. The aim of this paper is a possible method for the improvement of medicane simulations using satellite-derived information. Improved simulations, detection and knowledge of the medicanes is crucial in order to mitigate their potential destructiveness on the densely populated Mediterranean coastal territories. Satellite-derived precipitation type (stratiform or convective) is used to modify humidity vertical profiles through FDDA in MM5 simulations. Lightning activity is used to mark convective points. The technique is applied to the simulation of the September 1996 case (studied by Homar et al., 2003) and October 2003 (studied by Fita et al., 2007) .
Section 2 of the paper contains a short description of the two medicane cases, followed by a section devoted to the methodology. Discussion of the results is provided in Sect. 4 and the study ends with the conclusions and some ideas for further work.
Selected cases
September 1996 (960912) medicane developed in the Western Mediterranean basin within an intense convective zone located between the Iberian peninsula and the Balearic Islands (see Fig. 1 ). After a period of organisation and intensification, it moved eastward and an intense and rapid pressure fall as well as strong winds were measured at Palma de Mallorca (see Homar et al., 2003 , for more details).
The October 2003 (031018) case also developed in the Western Mediterranean basin. A weak vortex, initiated to the south of the Iberian peninsula, evolved along the eastern coast of Spain until it reached an area with thunderstorm activity located between the Iberian peninsula and the Balearic Islands. Later, convective cloud cluster acquired a cyclonic rotation and formed the medicane (the reader is referred to a web page 1 with satellite movies of these two cases and other events).
Synoptic environments for the two cases present similar characteristics. An upper-level trough was located over the Iberian peninsula. At the same time, a significant lowlevel horizontal thermal gradient was present in the zone (see Fig. 2 ). Meanwhile, thunderstorms within a convectively unstable environment were present over maritime areas.
The MM5 version 3.7 mesoscale model has been used to simulate these two cases. Two domains in two-way interaction with a horizontal resolution of 15 and 5 km with 23 vertical levels, have been defined. WMO, 2007) . ECMWF analyses are mixed with BUFR data with an objective analyses. By this way, higher resolution features are resolved in the coarse resolution of ECMWF analyses. The main MM5 physical configuration is graupel(reisner2) for moist microphysical scheme, Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme activated in both domains and cloud scheme for radiation (Grell et al., 1995) . As planetary boundary layer representation, it has been chosen as the ETA scheme (Janjić, 1990 (Janjić, , 1994 .
Methodology

Assimilation of precipitation zones
Satellite data from European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) and lightning datasets provided by Agencia Estatal de Meteorología (AEMET, Spanish Met. Office) show deep convection (observed as cold cloud top pixels) and lightning activity during the formation phase of both storms . During their mature state, the number of cold cloud top pixels decreased, as well as lightning activity (mostly located at this stage in warm cloud top pixels; not shown).
Infrared (11 µm) satellite images are used to depict stratiform or convective precipitation type according to the method described below. Lightning discharges (only cloudground hits) are used to assist in the delineation of convective areas, assuming that all lightning activity is developed within convective cells. Once the precipitation type is obtained for each pixel, the MM5 humidity vertical profile is modified according to two different vertical structures including a layer of saturated air (stratiform or convective structure, see Fig. 3 ).
The Histogram Matching Technique (HMT) is used to derive rain characteristics (intensity of precipitation for a given cloud top infrared temperature value) from the satellite images (Turk et al., 2000; Kidd et al., 2003) . The HMT rainfall estimation curve is obtained by combining a set of simultaneous Meteosat infrared images with passive-microwave rainfall images (SSMI and AMSR sensors). In order to identify convective areas, a cross-correlation methodology is applied for the tracking of cold cloud top pixels (cloud top Infrared-channel temperature lower than 239 K). Cloud pixels are tracked applying a cross-correlation method over 19 by 19 grid-cells and then the cloud pixel temperature change with time is calculated. Rainy points that are cooling in time are marked as convective according to the work of Roberts and Rutledge (2003) , while the other rainy pixels are marked as stratiform. Bear in mind that in the FDDA only the precipitation type will be used, irrespective of the amounts.
Lightning discharges are also used to mark as convective pixels a 3×3 pixels zone centred at the discharge point, even if these lie outside the satellite convective area. The number of hits of each satellite image are taken within a temporal window of 20 min around each satellite picture.
Following Davolio and Buzzi (2004) , the humidity adjustment in the model is done following certain vertical structures associated with stratiform or convective precipitation types (see Fig. 3 , and Eq. 1). The sensitivity to the precise representation of the vertical profiles will be studied in Sect. 4.5. By this way, it is ensured a relaxation (by factor R(σ )) of the model grid point mixing ratio value (Q m (i, j, k)) to mid or low-level saturating mixing ratio (Q s (i, j, k)) is consistent with the forcing, respectively, of stratiform or convective precipitation. The new humidity profiles are introduced in the simulations via analysis and observational nudging as implemented in the FDDA package of the MM5 model.
Nudging is only applied in the high resolution inner domain with the dynamic assimilation (assimilation of observations is done at every available observation time) during all the periods of the forecast. Configuration of the assimilation follows standards of MM5 model with a weight (R q ) of 10×10 −4 and a time window of 6 min from the time of the observation (full influence ±3 min, linear decay ±6 min further). The weight computation of nudging term is done every 2 model time-steps with a vertical influence of the observation (σ z ) between levels of 0.001 (Cressman-type).
Ten experiments are performed for each medicane case (see Table 1 ). A control simulation (without humidity modification) is first performed. Two modifications of the MM5 simulations are done without FDDA technique, in which initial and boundary conditions for the humidity fields (i.e. analyses from ECMWF) are modified with the satellitederived information introducing stratiform/convective saturated vertical profiles according to a satellite-derived kind of precipitation. First experiment applies the modifications only to the initial condition (REGRIDmod experiment). In the second experiment, the procedure is carried out at each analysis time (00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC, REGRIDmod TOT experiment).
MM5 FDDA technique can be applied as analyses nudging. In this case, analyses grid point values drive tendencies of the model. Additionally, one can study the effect of satellite observations into the analyses. Thus, two experiments will be performed. Analysis nudging is done with the nonmodified version of the analyses (FDDA AN exp.), and with analyses in which humidity vertical profiles have been modified with satellite-based information (FDDA rhAN exp.). FDDA rhAN experiment consists of the correction of humidity profiles with satellite/lightning information only at temporal resolution of ECMWF analyses (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, 18:00 UTC).
Satellite information is obtained every 30 min (i.e. operational frequency of METEOSAT-5 and METEOSAT-7 geostationary satellites) with a horizontal resolution about 5 km in the study zone. Modifications of vertical humidity profiles are done in the lowest 12 sigma-levels. Computational memory limitations do not allow us to use the maximum temporal and spatial resolution of the satellite information together. Thus, an observational nudging with full temporal resolution and reduced horizontal resolution (OBS TOT exp.) has been performed. Four additional experiments have been performed with the highest horizontal resolution that computational resources allow under a satellite information update frequency of 1 h and 3 h (OBS 1 h and OBS 3 h experiments 
at H or L spatial resolution). Table 1 shows the specific configuration of each experiment. There is not a "OBS 1 h H" experiment for the October 2003 case due to computational limitations.
The above experiments will be compared against the control one with regard to the characteristics of the simulated medicanes and in terms of several meteograms. These meteograms are located at the genesis and evolution areas of each medicane and are drawn for different variables such as convective available potential energy (CAPE), precipitable water, surface latent heat flux and wind characteristics.
In order to provide an objective way to compare simulated and satellite-derived trajectories and as an attempt to simplify the large amount of information, some statistical parameters are proposed.
Statistical parameters
Minimum BIAS
The BIAS dist between satellite-derived medicane trajectory TRJ ref and simulation trajectory used to compare TRJ com is given by:
where δr(t) is the distance at time t between TRJ ref and TRJ com . In the expression (3) δae(t)=ae ref (t)−ae com (t), difference between ae=[x, y] coordinates of the trajectories. Assuming differences in the morphologies and evolving zones of the trajectories, as well as different speeds of evolution of the compared medicanes, BIAS dist would generally present a dependence on temporal shift of TRJ com . Temporal shift τ for which BIAS dist becomes minimum (see Eq. 4), provides an idea of this difference between translational speeds. Temporal range τ =[−n/2, n/2] is used (n number of total time-steps of length t) in the inspection for the adequate τ that minimises BIAS dist . Taking as inspection limits ±n/2, it is ensured a minimum number of trajectories values (n) for the statistical computation:
where δae(t, τ )=ae ref (t)−ae com (t ± τ ), differences between coordinates ae=[x, y] of trajectory TRJ ref at time t and trajectory TRJ com shifted ±τ =n t, n time steps of t length.
Distance correlation
Correlation (classical definition, or Pearson correlation) between satellite-derived trajectory and simulated one is given by:
where
, standard deviation of trajectory χ , and <D χ > average position of trajectory χ = [ref, com] , and <D 2 χ >, averaged quadratic distance of trajectory χ :
Pure coordinate correlation
It is a classical or Pearson correlation (see Eq. 5) between observed and simulated trajectory coordinate series. It is computed as the correlation of two vectors of one dimension (R ref/com ) constructed by the x-coordinates followed by the y-values (Eq. 12). In order to compute this correlation different statistics are defined: σ R χ = <R 2 χ >−<R χ > 2 , standard deviation of trajectory χ, where <R χ > is the average value of trajectory χ= [ref, com] (Eq. 10), and <R 2 χ >, quadratic average value of trajectory χ: (11) where
Bias correction
The total bias BIAS com ref between compared and reference trajectories is defined as: 
BIAS temporal lag correction
Following BIAS com ref correction of trajectory TRJ˜c om , a set of temporal shifts are performed in the trajectory (TRJ˜c om (±τ )) in order to obtain the τ value from which the pure coordinate correlation PR becomes the highest one (PR max bias , see expression 16). The obtained τ value provides a guidance of the temporal shift between simulated and observed trajectories:
Simulated medicanes show slower translational speeds than the satellite observed ones (see control simulation results in Figs. 4 and 5). A new method to evaluate the temporal shift of two trajectories is put in practice here. The temporal shift between satellite-observed and simulated trajectories of the medicanes is objectively studied by means of the temporal dependence of bias and correlations (see BIAS min dist and PR max bias definitions in Eqs. (4) and (16), respectively). These statistical indices are iteratively recomputed using simulated trajectories that are positively or negatively displaced in time (e.g. an advanced trajectory is obtained when a simulated position at time t, x t , is changed to the position at time t+n t). Temporal shift between trajectories will correspond with that shift n t ( t=1 h) that minimises bias and maximises correlation scores. The BIAS informs us about the spatial proximity of the simulated and satellite-observed trajectories. Correlation is focused on the similarity between the morphologies of trajectories.
Taylor diagrams of simulated and satellite-derived trajectories will be also used. Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001) diagrams are plots in which two statistical parameters are represented. They use polar coordinates in which the angle is given by the correlation (R) between two series of data and the radius is given by the standard deviation (σ com ). If an overall bias correction is applied, it is found that the distance between the position of a point in the diagram and the standard deviation of the reference data series is the root mean square error (RMSE, in the present study this correction has not been done). Taylor diagrams show the higher sensitivity to the FDDA methods for the standard deviation than for the correlation. That means that the trajectories suffer a higher change in its morphology and zone of evolution than in their temporal synchronism with respect to the observed one. No smoothing of refilling techniques have been applied on the satellite-observed trajectories of the medicanes. That is, satellite trajectories are used as they are retrieved from satellite imagery. When no satellite image is available (as it occurs in the beginning phase of September 1996 medicane), then the trajectory is not defined. 
Results
Control simulations
Control simulations of the two cases show formation of the system but a poor agreement between simulated and observed trajectories (see Figs. 4 and 5). Both medicanes are formed under the eastern sector of an upper-level trough (see Fig. 2 ), that is a characteristic of the baroclinic growing of disturbances (Hoskins et al., 1985) . However, these two medicanes do not closely relate with the upper-level disturbances since their trajectories differ at least with respect to the trajectory of the maximum vorticity centre of the upper-level trough (see Fig. 2 ). In both cases, the MM5 simulation shows a pronounced sea-level fall similar to that registered in barographs (see top left panels in Figs. 7 and 8) . However, the pressure minimum is simulated at wrong places.
The vertical structures of both simulated medicanes are very similar (see bottom right panels in Figs. 4 and 5) . In both cases, a convectively stable zone is elongated at low-mid levels (between 950 hPa and 750 hPa) at a significant distance (30 km in September 1996 and 50 km in October 2003) from the centre. In almost all other sectors of the storm, convective instability reaches 550 hPa and thus favours the formation of deep convection. This structure of convective instability would confirm the tropical-like characteristics of the medicanes (with similarities with hurricanes Emanuel, 1986; Zhang et al., 2002) . In general, there is a light correlation between low/high central pressure centres and strong/weak horizontal winds (see Figs. 9 and 12 ). According to the tropical characteristics of medicanes, it would be assumed that some correspondence between central pressure value and horizontal wind speed occurs, as in the hurricane cases (Emanuel, 2000) .
Trajectories of upper-level vorticity maximum and medicanes are not clearly linked, showing a low correlation between these two features (see Fig. 6 ). On the September 1996 episode, medicane remained static until an upper-level vorticity maximum reached the zone (where a secondary maximum, labelled β appeared, with a different trajectory). The secondary β maximum evolves at the beginning much more closely to the medicane trajectory and presents a diabatic genesis (not shown). In contrast, October 2003 medicane follows an independent trajectory until an upper-level vorticity maximum reaches the zone and seems to drag the later phase of the medicane trajectory. At the same time, upperlevel vorticity maximum for the October 2003 case presents mainly an adiabatic evolution, whereas upper-level vorticity maxima for September 1996 case exhibits more diabatic-like.
The October 2003 medicane evolution does not seem to follow the upper-level disturbance so clearly, as the previous case. The Medicane and centre of the trough do not evolve simultaneously in this case. The closest approach between both systems does not reach 200 km (see right panel in Fig. 6 ). Therefore, October 2003 medicane might be more influenced by the general flow pattern associated with the upper-level trough than by the precise movement of its centre of maximum vorticity.
Experiments "FDDA rhAN", "OBS TOT", "OBS 1h H/L" and "OBS 3h H/L" imply a direct impact of the satellite/lightning information into the simulations. Only in these 6 experiments changes in the vertical humidity profiles are introduced at specific grid points and time steps, thus directly affecting the humidity tendency term in the model equations. In order to analyse the effect of data assimilation into the simulations, meteograms for these 6 experiments at one particular model grid point will be drawn and discussed.
Control simulation meteograms at different locations along the medicanes path (see Figs. 7 and 8) show a clear signature of the approach of the medicanes (similar behaviour is observed for the meteograms at other points, not shown). Increase of the surface fluxes and precipitable water is a signature of the hurricane characteristics of the medicane (Emanuel, 1986) . The accumulated potential energy would be used in the intensification of the system throughout convection, reflected as a decrease of CAPE values after the passage of the medicane over the area. In the same sense, a pressure fall and a significant change on the wind direction and its strength are observed. The strong surface winds increase surface fluxes and thus water vapour content in the lower troposphere from which cloud formation will be reinforced. Meteograms at other model grid points corresponding to later phases of the evolution of the medicanes show a similar behaviour (not shown). 
September 1996 assimilation experiments
Simulations of the September 1996 case with the satellite/lightning information show stronger medicanes than the control one during its mature phase (see top and middle panels in Fig. 9 ), although weaker medicanes are obtained at the later stages of the simulations. The medicane trajectories do not show high changes, partially explained by the low effect of the data assimilation on the trajectories of the upper-level disturbances. Indeed, upper-level vorticity centres show a weak sensitivity on humidity experiments (not shown). Interestingly, the mature phase of medicanes for all the experiments occurs at the same time, on 12 September at 12:00 UTC.
The largest differences on trajectory and central pressure value with respect to the control one are obtained with the experiment "FDDA AN" and "FDDA rhAN" (nudging of ECMWF analyses). In these simulations (pink and orange lines in Fig. 9 ), simulated medicanes are significantly weaker (they vanish before 13 September at 00:00 UTC) and their trajectories differ significantly from the other ones (see bottom panel in Fig. 9 ). In these experiments, the results are forced to be very similar to the ECMWF analyses, and ECMWF analyses do not fully capture the structure of the medicane owing to a poor horizontal resolution (ECMWF analyses at that time were truncated at T213, 0.5625 • degrees of horizontal resolution), however, since the analyses correctly capture the upper-level disturbance, and their effects are nested down by the MM5 mesoscale model, it should be expected that a medicane trajectory is in agreement with the satellite-derived one. Deeper simulated medicanes are obtained when the observational nudging is applied (experiments labelled OBS TOT, OBS 1 h H/L, OBS 3 h H/L; light blue, red and blue lines with empty squares or circles in Fig. 9 ).
September 1996 deepest medicane is obtained by experiment "OBS TOT" (humidity modification at every time step with the maximum computer-allowed 2 spatial resolution, in this case 15 km; light blue line in Fig. 9 ). Sensitivity of the observational nudging on the temporal and spatial resolution is analysed with four experiments that combine satellite/lightning information at two temporal (1 and 3 h) and spatial (3 and 6 km) resolutions "OBS 1 h/3 h H/L" experiments. The four trajectories of these experiments are very similar. The evolution of central sea level pressure shows similar behaviour between assimilations at the same horizontal resolution (similar curves between OBS 1 h/3 h H and similar curves between OBS 1 h/3 h L). At the same time, evolution of the wind speed presents wider differences with respect to the control one in the simulations with the assimilation of observations at higher spatial resolution (exp. OBS 1 h/3 h H, red and blue lines with empty squares). However, experiment "OBS 1 h L" (red line with empty circles) presents a stronger dissipation rate of the medicane than the lower temporal resolution experiment.
No significant differences with respect to the control results are obtained in the evolutions of variables shown in meteograms at the genesis zone of September 1996 after the assimilation of satellite/lightning information (see Fig. 10 ). The strongest differences are obtained in FDDA rhAN and OBS TOT experiments.
The Taylor diagram of the trajectories shows how the implementation of FDDA on 960912 case improves trajectories with higher correlations and lower standard deviations (except for OBS TOT experiment), with a higher impact on the standard deviation.
The September 1996 episode exhibits a strong sensitivity of BIAS min dist on the temporal shift. This case has a symmetric response to advances/delays of the simulated trajectories. The lowest BIAS min dist values for almost all the experiments are obtained without the addition of a temporal shift in the simulated trajectories. For September 1996 medicane, the lowest BIAS min dist values are obtained in the experiments that do not use observation nudging (labelled REGRIDmod, REGRIDmod TOT, FDDA AN, FDDA rhAN). No significant improvements of the BIAS corrected "pure coordinate correlation" (PR max bias ) are obtained when simulated trajectories are temporally advanced or delayed (see Fig. 11 ).
The introduction of a positive/negative temporal displacement in the September 1996 simulations produces a clear decrease of the correlation. No experiment or temporal shift gives better correlation results than the correlation attained by the control simulation without BIAS correction (horizontal solid black line in Fig. 11 ).
October 2003 assimilation experiments
As in September 1996 medicane, no significant modification on medicane temporal evolution has been derived from the assimilation experiments. Thus, the mature state of resulting medicanes is almost found at about the same time as for the control experiment on 18 October at 06:00 UTC.
Nevertheless, the October 2003 case reflects a higher influence of the FDDA technique on the simulations (see Fig. 12 ). There are differences between experiments larger than 10 hPa in the central pressure value and 10 ms −1 for the maximum horizontal wind speeds. Upper-level trough trajectories do not differ significantly during the initial phase, these differences become larger at later stages of the episode (not shown). All simulated medicanes become weaker and with lower wind speeds (except short periods of experiments OBS TOT and OBS 3 h L, light blue and blue line with empty circles of Fig. 12 ).
Meteograms at the genesis zone of October 2003 case show lower values of some variables with respect to control simulation (see Fig. 13 ). Similar behaviour of the variables is observed in the meteograms at other points, (not shown).
The October 2003 episode presents temporally the strongest simulated medicanes with experiments OBS TOT and OBS 3 h L. At the same time, observational nudging with observational data at similar temporal resolutions (exp. OBS 3 h H/L) offers similars results.
The FDDA methodology worsens trajectories of the October 2003 simulations (see Fig. 14) according to the increase of the pseudo-RMSE (not bias correction has been applied) and decrease of correlation between simulated and observed trajectories, having a significant effect on the standard deviation. However, experiments "OBS TOT" improves both indices. Better results with "OBS TOT" experiment are associated with better temporal correspondence of saturated grid points and satellite information. This more realistic representation of satellite information would lead to a more realistic trajectory of the medicane. It is notorious, the negative correlation value of REGRID mod experiment.
The October 2003 presents a clear decrease of BIAS min dist when simulated trajectories are temporally delayed with respect to the satellite one. A general delay of about 18 h reduces almost to half the bias (BIAS min dist ) between simulated and observed trajectories.
Some of the simulations improve the pure coordinate correlation between trajectories, but the temporal shift makes the results worse, even produces negative correlation values (see Fig. 14) . A secondary maximum of correlation with a delay of 18 h is obtained in concordance with BIAS min dist results. 
Intercomparison of the cases
Experiments involving assimilation of satellite and lightning activity information into the simulations (see Table 1 ), produce significant modifications on the forecasts (see Figs. 9 and 12). Simulated medicanes are deeper in almost all cases for the September 1996 episode and weaker for the October 2003 case. According to the upper-level influences previously discussed, trajectories of medicanes have changed significantly owing to other causes rather than to the 3312 L. Fita et al.: Satellite assimilation on medicane simulations The simulated trajectories, by the whole set of experiments, have similar bias with respect to the satellite-based trajectory (see top right panels in Figs. 11 and 14) . It is shown how the satellite-derived information has mainly influenced the localisation in time of the medicane but it has basically left the morphology of the trajectories unchanged.
Different dependence of BIAS min dist on temporal shift is obtained for each medicane (see bottom left panels in Figs. 11  and 14) . The trajectories of September 1996 case do not present a dependence on the temporal shift. In contrast, October 2003 trajectories show a significant improvement of the statistical score with a delay of 18 h, reflecting the strong difference between formation phase of the simulated medicanes and the satellite genesis zone.
There is a case-dependence of the pure correlations results. With obtained results, one can not derive a clear conclusion of the sensitivity of the observation nudging on the temporal and spatial resolution of the data. The September 1996 case exhibits a higher sensitivity to the temporal resolution than to 
Complementary experiments
In order to provide a wider perspective of the methodology, three more sensitivities are analysed: sensitivity to vertical humidity profile, effect of the satellite/lightning spatial information/coherence into the assimilation, and the role of nudging coefficients.
Sensitivity to vertical humidity profiles
In order to study the sensitivity to the vertical saturation profiles, a two more experiments are done with stronger vertical saturation representations. These new sets of experiments (B and C) are performed according to three saturation vertical profiles (see Fig. 15 , compared with initial profiles in Fig. 3 ). In the C B profile corresponding to convective precipitation points of experiment B, saturation is increased in depth at the low-levels (until 0.9 sigma level). S B profile, for stratiform precipitation points in experiment B, the saturation layer is narrower. Profile C C saturates the low and mid-levels, and will be used as a common profile for both stratiform and convective precipitation types (experiment C). These sensitivity tests are applied with the 'OBS TOT' experiment data in both events and are labelled as "OBS pB TOT" and "OBS pC TOT" experiments.
The new vertical profiles produce weaker medicanes in terms of the central sea level pressure (see top panels in Fig. 16 ), but when a stronger saturation is induced (as it is done with vertical profiles B and C) stronger winds are obtained (middle panels of the figure). Trajectories are improved with respect to the initial experiment "OBS TOT" (OBS pA TOT). It is notorious to see the low impact of saturation at low levels in terms of medicane intensity. It could be expected that larger saturation at low levels (C profile) will produce deeper convection leading to deeper medicanes. The impact on convection is analysed in a following section. 
Sensitivity to satellite/lightning information
The moisture content plays an important role on precipitation (Romero et al., 1997) and on medicane formation (Homar et al., 2003) . Thus, the saturation of grid points according to satellite/lightning information is likely inducing a deepening or enhancement of the convection and from the previous results, generally, stronger medicanes. However, it is not obvious whether this process is linked to the simple increase of the humidity in the domain, or to the spatial coherence of the assimilated field as well. To investigate this aspect, the role of the spatial distribution of the assimilated data will be analysed. Thus, a new experiment is proposed (labelled "OBS pA TOT random"), in which a similar but spatially incoherent amount of precipitation/lightning information is assimilated. Specifically, a random satellite/lightning data set is generated. This random, spatially distributed data preserves the same temporal averaged, standard deviation and ratio between convective and stratiform precipitation pixels as in the observations (see Table 2 ). The results of experiment "OBS pA TOT random" reveal lower differences with respect to the control ones, showing the role of the organisation of the information that is assimi- Fig. 16 ) than in the October 2003 episode (bottom right panel in Fig. 16 ).
Sensitivity to nudging coeficients
It is known the difficulty to determine appropriated values of nudging coefficients (Zou et al., 1992) . Here we show, by means of a complementary experiment, the sensitivity of the results to a pair of coefficients. Obviously more substantial tests would be needed to fully analyse this technical issue, but this kind of analysis is beyond the scope of the present one.
Two parameters are analysed: nudging weight of the assimilated field (humidity, G q ) and obs. nudging radius of influence in the vertical in sigma coordinates (σ z ). The sensitivity study consists of reproducing the "OBS pA TOT" experiment with different values for these coefficients with respect to the "standard" values provided by MM5 model. These two values are individually increased/decreased (see Table 3 for respective values). The sensitivity is evaluated in terms of the trajectory, central pressure value and wind intensity of the simulated medicane.
Simulated medicanes, after modifications in observation nudging coefficients, are significantly different than previous ones. Both medicanes become deeper and with stronger winds (see Fig. 17 ). Variations in medicanes trajectories are larger than variations with different vertical satured profiles.
Sensitivity of convection
Different vertical humidity profiles and vertical nudging coefficient (σ z ) might exert a significant impact on convection. In this section, we study the impact of these experiments on the convection all over the simulation domain rather than just on medicane characteristics. Convection is analysed by means of quantity and strength of convective cells. This is considered a better indicator of convection itself, rather than taking other derived quantities, such us rain, since rain is a final product of convection. Here, a convective cell is defined as an isolated core of vertical cloud liquid water flux (WCLW) at 700 hPa. A convective cell is numerically defined as a local maxima (within a grid box of 7×7 grid points, 35 km 2 area) of WCLW allover the domain of simulation. With respect to control simulations (i.e. without observation nudging), different profiles (A, B, C) and variations of σ z coefficient with profile A, have similar impact in both medicanes (see Fig. 18 ). More convection and stronger cells are generated mainly until simulated medicanes reach their mature state. No significant differences are found between vertical profiles. Simulation with the largest vertical influence of observations (σ z =0.005) present, in general, the largest sensitivity. Results show that humidity variations are not enough to develop stronger convection. One should consider modifying other features involved in convective mode such as thermal profile and wind shear.
Conclusions and further work
The MM5 model is able to simulate a medicane structure in both September 1996 and October 2003 environments. Simulated tropical-like storms, however, present some differences from the observed path in satellite imagery. Simulated systems evolve more slowly, and for the October 2003 case, the storm is generated in a wrong zone. Medicanes have been revealed as a meteorological feature able to significantly increase surface heat and moisture surface fluxes.
Satellite-derived imagery is a powerful tool to obtain information at high temporal and spatial resolution over maritime areas. In this work, images have been used as a method to derive precipitation type, in combination with lightning information which provides a precise way to determine convective grid points. These tools are then used to constrain MM5 vertical humidity profiles to the observed precipitation type. Medicane simulations show a high sensitivity and various responses to the representation of the humidity profile.
Assimilation of the satellite/lightning information presents a case sensitivity, giving opposite results among studied cases. For the September 1996 case, it generates deeper medicanes. In the October 2003 episode, stronger medicanes are obtained, transitorily, only in two experiments. Assimilation of this kind of remote sensing information does not directly imply a significant increase in the thermo-dynamical potential of the atmosphere for medicane enhancement. However, trajectories of simulated systems differ significantly from the observed ones. Other satellite-based information like watervapour channel wind speed estimations could also be retrieved and incorporated into the simulations (Leslie et al., 1998) .
Tested statistics to objectively compare different trajectories give clearer results for the September 1996 case than for the October 2003. This can be attributed to the simplicity of the trajectory of the 1996 medicane in comparison to the 2003 case, in which the trajectory presents a loop.
The September 1996 medicane's trajectory is improved when satellite information is used, meanwhile in the October 2003 case it is mainly worsened. Basically, trajectories are only modified in their morphology and genesis zones. No modification of the movement speed of the medicanes is obtained with the assimilation of the satellite/lightning data. A simple modification of the initial and boundary conditions (experiments "REGRIDmod" and "REGRIDmot TOT") is significant enough to generate modifications in the simulated systems. The sensitivity to analyses nudging (exp. FDDA AN and FDDA rhAN) is very strong. In both experiments (with and without humidity correction), medicanes become significantly weaker and have a different impact on their trajectory. Trajectories become better for the September 1996 case and worse in the October 2003 episode. No experiment is able to reduce the temporal shift between observed and simulated medicanes. And a significant improvement of the trajectory is observed for the October 2003 case when a delay of 18 h is introduced.
Results of FDDA technique for the selected cases, presents a sensitivity on spatial and temporal resolutions of the assimilated data set. It is well-known that the impact of such data with the highest temporal resolution ("OBS TOT" experiments). The modification introduced in both cases is significant, but with a different sign. In the September 1996 case, the medicane is stronger than the control one with the worst trajectory, whereas in the October 2003 case, medicane becomes weaker (except during its formation for two experiments) but with the best trajectory. Pairs of experiments as combination of different temporal (1 and 3 h) and spatial resolutions (3/6 km and 7/15 km) have also different behaviour between cases. September 1996 shows a higher dependence on the spatial resolution, whereas there is a larger sensitivity to the temporal resolution in the October 2003 case. This result could be a consequence of the different resolutions of the analyses (from ECMWF) at the corresponding periods of simulation.
The FDDA technique does not show a significant sensitivity on the type of vertical moist saturation profile. A test of different vertical profiles, provides medicane evolutions and trajectories without large differences. The spatial coherence of the assimilated data is case-dependent. For the September 1996 case it has no significant impact, but it presents a light influence on the October 2003 episode.
Significant sensitivity of observation nudging technique on its coefficients has been shown. The complexity to determine appropriated values for the coefficients depending on the type observation to be assimilated is a drawback of the technique. However, the positive impact of the technique for any reasonable configuration of the coefficients has been shown. Observation nudging of satellite and lightning derived saturation vertical profiles shows a stronger sensitivity to the temporal and spatial resolution of the data than sensitivity to the analysed vertical humidity profiles or analysed nudging coefficients.
In order to avoid computational limitations, the MM5 FDDA code should be modified to allow the nudging of higher amount of data independently of computer characteristics. Other modelling issues such as the sensitivity to parametrisation schemes (cumulus, explicit rain) and additional nudging parameters (time-window, radius of influence) should also be carried out in further steps of the study. The sensitivity of the assimilation technique to different temporal and spatial resolutions of the ingested satellite-derived data should also be established and clarified. One defined, satellite based observational nudging could be applied in the initial steps of operational forecasts at national weather services or research centres. Different statistical coefficients have been presented for an objective intercomparison of simulated and observed trajectories. However, a more robust object-oriented methodology appears to be necessary. This approach should be able to compare more efficiently basic aspects of the cyclones such as: morphology, genesis and evolution zone and speed of evolution.
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